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 Measurement of the relative B − → D0=D0=D0μ − ν¯μ branching fractions
using B − mesons from B¯0s2 decays
R. Aaij et al.*
(LHCb Collaboration)
(Received 30 July 2018; published 31 May 2019)
The decay of the narrow resonance B¯0s2 → B
−Kþ can be used to determine the B− momentum in
partially reconstructed decays without any assumptions on the decay products of the B− meson. This
technique is employed for the first time to distinguish contributions from D0, D0, and higher-mass
charmed states (D0) in semileptonic B− decays by using the missing-mass distribution. The measurement
is performed using a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3.0 fb−1 collected with the
LHCb detector in pp collisions at center-of-mass energies of 7 and 8 TeV. The resulting branching fractions
relative to the inclusive B− → D0Xμ−ν¯μ are fD0 ¼ BðB− → D0μ−ν¯μÞ=BðB− → D0Xμ−ν¯μÞ ¼
0.25 0.06; fD0 ¼ BðB− → ðD0 → D0XÞμ−ν¯μÞ=BðB− → D0Xμ−ν¯μÞ ¼ 0.21 0.07; with fD0 ¼ 1 −
fD0 − fD0 making up the remainder.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.99.092009
I. INTRODUCTION
The composition of the inclusive bottom-to-charm semi-
leptonic rate is not fully understood. Measurements of the
exclusive branching fractions for B→ Dlν and B → Dlν
and corresponding decays with up to two additional
charged pions [1] do not saturate the total b→ c semi-
leptonic rate as determined from analysis of the charged
lepton’s kinematic moments [2–4]. One way to resolve this
inclusive–exclusive gap is to make measurements of
relative rates between different final states.
Semileptonic decays with excited charm states act as
important backgrounds both to the exclusive decay chan-
nels B → Dlν and B → Dlν and for the study of semi-
leptonic b → u transitions. For example, understanding
these backgrounds is essential for experimental tests of
lepton flavor universality studied by comparing the rates
of tauonic and muonic b-hadron decays, e.g., RðDðÞÞ≡
BðB¯ → DðÞτ−ν¯τÞ=BðB¯ → DðÞμ−ν¯μÞ [5–11].1
The largest contributions of excited charm states
besides the Dð2007Þ0 or Dð2010Þþ mesons come from
the orbitally excited L ¼ 1 states D0ð2400Þ, D1ð2420Þ,
D1ð2430Þ, and D2ð2460Þ, which have been individually
measured [1]. We use the collective term D to refer to
these as well as other resonances such as radially excited D
mesons, and to nonresonant contributions with addi-
tional pions.
The contribution of excited states to the total semi-
leptonic rate can be studied using B decays in which the B
momentum is known. This allows one to calculate the mass
of the undetected or “missing” part of the decay, and thus
separate different excited D states. In this paper we employ
for the first time the technique described in Ref. [12] to
accomplish this reconstruction in B− → D0Xμ−ν¯μ decays,
whereX refers to any number of additional particles,without
assumptions about the decay products of the B− meson.
There are three narrow peaks in the B−Kþ mass distribution
just above the mass threshold from decays of the orbitally
excited L ¼ 1 B¯s mesons [13–15]. We focus on the decay
B¯0s2 → B
−Kþ, which forms a narrow peak approximately
67MeVabove the threshold,2 and has the largest yield of any
observed excited B¯0s state. By tagging B− mesons produced
from the decay of these excited B¯0s2 mesons, the B
− energy
can be determined up to a quadratic ambiguity using the B¯0s2
and B− decay vertices and by imposing mass constraints for
theB− and B¯0s2 mesons. Since only approximately 1% ofB
−
mesons originate from a B¯0s2 decay, this method requires a
large data set.
Wedetermine the relative branching fractions ofB− toD0,
D0, and D0, referred to as fD0 , fD0 , and fD0 , respec-
tively, in the B− → D0Xμ−ν¯μ channel by fitting the distri-
bution of the missing mass for B¯0s2 → B
−Kþ candidates.
*Full author list given at the end of the article.
Published by the American Physical Society under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license.
Further distribution of this work must maintain attribution to
the author(s) and the published article’s title, journal citation,
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1The inclusion of charge-conjugate processes is implied
throughout.
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A similar set of fractions (along with their B¯0 counterparts),
where the charge of the final stateDmeson is not specified,
has been measured previously at the BABAR experiment
[16]. From the derivations in Ref. [17], we expect based on
previous branching fraction measurements
fD0 ¼ BðB− → D0μ−ν¯μÞ=BðB− → D0Xμ−ν¯μÞ
¼ 0.235 0.011þ0.018−0.012 ;
fD0 ¼ BðB− → D0μ−ν¯μÞ=BðB− → D0Xμ−ν¯μÞ
¼ 0.564 0.017þ0.042−0.028 ;
fD0 ¼ BðB− → ðD0 → D0XÞμ−ν¯μÞ=BðB− → D0Xμ−ν¯μÞ
¼ 0.201 0.020þ0.039−0.060 ;
where the first uncertainty is experimental and the second
gives an envelope of different extrapolation hypotheses to
explain the inclusive–exclusive gap. Precise measurements
of the relative branching fractions can distinguish between
the hypotheses. Higher values in theD0 envelope (20% or
more)would point toward a scenario inwhich there is a large
contribution of unmeasured excited charm states. Lower
fractions, closer to 14%, would suggest that the currently
measured exclusive decays correctly describe themakeup of
the total rate, and the inclusive–exclusive gap is due to other
systematic effects.
A description of the data samples and selections used in
this paper may be found in Sec. II. Afterwards we discuss
the missing mass reconstruction and related variables in
Sec. III. Along with the signal B¯0s2 decays, a large fraction
of background decays are also selected. Yields and missing
mass shapes must be determined for each of the background
categories as described in Sec. IV. The most important
background source is semileptonic decays of B− and B¯0
mesons with the same final state as the signal that do not
originate from B¯0s2 decays. After accounting for other
sources of background in Sec. IVA, we estimate the yield
and shape of this source in Sec. IV B. The relative branching
fractions are determined using a template fit to the missing
mass distribution as described in Sec. V. The systematic
uncertainties included in the fit are then described in Sec. VI.
The final result is presented in Sec. VII.
II. DATA SAMPLE AND SELECTION
The LHCb detector [18,19] is a single-arm forward
spectrometer covering the pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5,
designed for the study of particles containing b or c quarks.
The detector includes a high-precision tracking system
consisting of a silicon-strip vertex detector surrounding the
pp interaction region [20], a large-area silicon-strip detec-
tor located upstream of a dipole magnet with a bending
power of about 4 Tm, and three stations of silicon-strip
detectors and straw drift tubes [21] placed downstream of
the magnet. The tracking system provides a measurement
of momentum, p, of charged particles with a relative
uncertainty that varies from 0.5% at low momentum to
1.0% at 200 GeV. The minimum distance of a track to a
primary vertex (PV), the impact parameter (IP), is mea-
sured with a resolution of ð15þ 29=pTÞ μm, where pT is
the component of the momentum transverse to the beam, in
GeV. Different types of charged hadrons are distinguished
using information from two ring-imaging Cherenkov
detectors [22]. Photons, electrons and hadrons are identi-
fied by a calorimeter system consisting of scintillating-pad
and preshower detectors, an electromagnetic calorimeter,
and a hadronic calorimeter. Muons are identified by a
system composed of alternating layers of iron and multi-
wire proportional chambers [23]. The online event selection
is performed by a trigger [24], which consists of a hardware
stage, based on information from the calorimeter and muon
systems, followed by a software stage, which applies a full
event reconstruction.
We use data samples collected in 2011 and 2012, at
center-of-mass energies of 7 TeV and 8 TeV respectively,
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3.0 fb−1. All
B− candidates are selected from D0μ− combinations, with
D0 → K−πþ. The final-state particles are formed from
high-quality tracks required to be inconsistent with being
produced at any primary collision vertex in the event. Loose
particle-identification requirements are also applied to
these tracks. The K− and πþ candidates must form a
high-quality vertex, and their combined mass must lie in the
range 1840 to 1890 MeV. The muon from the D0μ−
candidate is required to pass the hardware trigger, which
requires a transverse momentum of pT > 1.48 GeV in the
7 TeV data or pT > 1.76 GeV in the 8 TeV data. The
software trigger requires a two-, three- or four-track
secondary vertex with a significant displacement from
any primary pp interaction vertex, consistent with coming
from a b hadron. The D0μ− vertex must be of high quality,
and well separated from the primary vertex.
After selecting B− candidates, we add candidate kaons
consistent with originating from the primary vertex,
referred to as prompt, to form the B¯0s2 candidates. To
reduce background from misidentified pions from the
primary interaction, we impose strong particle-identifica-
tion requirements. The selection requirements for the
prompt kaons are optimized using the fully reconstructed
decay B− → J=ψK−. Signal decays produce a B−Kþ pair;
in addition to this opposite-sign kaon (OSK) data sample,
we also use B−K− same-sign kaon (SSK) combinations to
help estimate backgrounds from data.
Samples of simulated B¯0s2 events are used to model the
B− → D0μ−ν¯μ, B− → D0μ−ν¯μ, andB− → D0μ−ν¯μ signal
components. For the D0 component, the simulation
includes contributions from the four L ¼ 1 D mesons as
well as a small contributions of nonresonant DðÞπ decays.
In the simulation, pp collisions are generated using PYTHIA
[25] with a specific LHCb configuration [26]. Decays of
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hadronic particles are described by EVTGEN [27], in which
final-state radiation is generated using PHOTOS [28]. The
interaction of the generated particles with the detector, and
its response, are implemented using the GEANT4 toolkit
[29] as described in Ref. [30].
III. RECONSTRUCTION OF THE B− MESON
MOMENTUM
We find the energy of the B− meson by using its flight
direction from the primary vertex to the secondary D0μ−
vertex; a diagram of the decay topology is shown in Fig. 1.
Applying mass constraints for the B− meson mass,mB, and
the hypothesized parent particle mass, mBK , leaves a
quadratic equation for the B− meson energy, EB, derived
in Appendix.
In carrying out the analysis we use two different
quantities related to this calculation. The first is the
minimum mass of the B−K pair. For a particular B−
vertex and kaon track, there is a minimum mBK mass
hypothesis for which the B− energy solutions are real. At
this value, the discriminant of the quadratic equation is
zero. This minimum mass value is given by
mmin ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m2B þm2K þ 2mB
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p2K sin
2 θ þm2K
qr
; ð1Þ
wherepK is the kaonmomentum in the laboratory frame,mK
is the kaon mass, and θ is the angle between the kaon
direction and the direction from the primary to the secondary
vertex. The distribution of the difference between mmin
and the mB þmK threshold, Δmmin ¼ mmin −mB −mK ,
shown in Fig. 2 for both the OSK and SSK data samples,
has excesses corresponding to the B¯0s2 and B¯
0
s1 states even
for decays that are not fully reconstructed. We use these
distributions in a control region of 0 < Δmmin < 220 MeV
to constrain the total amount of B¯0s2 decays and non-B¯
0
s2
background contributions in our selection, as described in
more detail in Sec. IV.
Decays of B¯0s1 mesons and background candidates where
a secondary kaon is misidentified as coming from the
primary interaction have small values of Δmmin; the latter
produces the increase near zero seen in Fig. 2. To remove
these, we define our signal region for the missing mass fit
as 30 < Δmmin < 67 MeV.
The second quantity is the missing mass, assuming the
particles result from the decay of a B¯0s2 meson (imposing
mBK ¼ mB¯0s2 ). The energy of the B− meson, EB, is
calculated as follows:
EB ¼
Δ2
2EK
1
1 − ðpK=EKÞ2 cos2 θ
½1
ﬃﬃﬃ
d
p
; ð2Þ
where
Δ2 ¼ m2B¯0s2 −m
2
B −m2K; ð3Þ
and
d ¼ p
2
K
E2K
cos2 θ −
4m2Bp
2
K cos
2 θ
Δ4

1 −
p2K
E2K
cos2 θ

: ð4Þ
Once EB has been determined, we calculate the missing
mass squared
m2miss ¼ ðpB − pvisÞ2; ð5Þ
where pB is the four momentum calculated from EB
and the B− direction, and pvis is the four momentum of
the D0μ− combination. We require real solutions for
Eq. (2). This keeps only candidates with mmin less than
the B¯0s2 mass; candidates with Δmmin > mB¯0s2 −mB −mK ,
which is approximately 67 MeV, produce imaginary
FIG. 1. Decay topology for the B− → D0Xμ−ν¯μ signal decays.
A B¯0s2 meson decays at the primary vertex position, producing a
B− meson and a Kþ meson. The angle in the laboratory frame
between the Kþ and B− directions is defined as θ. The B− meson
then decays semileptonically to a D0 meson and a muon,
accompanied by an undetected neutrino and potentially other
particles, referred to collectively as X. ]V [MeKm−Bm−minm
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FIG. 2. Distribution of the minimum mass difference for B−Kþ
(OSK) candidates and B−K− (SSK) candidates. For OSK
combinations, peaks for the B¯0s2 and B¯
0
s1 states are visible. The
contribution of decays in which a kaon from a b-hadron decay is
chosen as prompt produces the sharp increase near zero. The SSK
sample is used for background estimation.
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solutions. The m2miss variable is then used to perform the
final fit to determine the relative branching fractions.
We keep only the physical solutions for EB which are
greater than the sum of the energies of the reconstructed
decay products. Based on simulation, approximately 75%
of signal candidates have a physical solution. For candi-
dates with two physical solutions, the one with lower
energy is correct 90% of the time. Only the lower energy
solution is used for these candidates. The difference Δm2miss
between the reconstructed missing-mass squared and the
corresponding true values for different classes of solutions
are shown in Fig. 3. When EB is correctly reconstructed, the
full-width at half maximum of the Δm2miss distribution is
approximately 0.4 GeV2 and is consistent among the signal
channels. The resulting m2miss distributions for the signal
decays to be used in the fit are shown in Fig. 4.
IV. BACKGROUND ESTIMATION
The backgrounds to the B¯0s2 signal candidates come from
a number of different sources. For each of these sources, we
estimate the overall yield as well as the missing-mass
shapes. The most important sources are semileptonic
decays of B− and B¯0 mesons not originating from a B¯0s2
or B¯0s1 decay, which represent 83% of the total number of
selected candidates.
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FIG. 3. The difference Δm2miss between the reconstructed missing mass squared and the corresponding true values for the (top left)
B− → D0μ−ν¯μ channel, (top right) the B− → D0μ−ν¯μ channel, and (bottom) the B− → D0μ−ν¯μ channel. The contributions from
events in which there is only one physical solution, in which there are two and the chosen lower energy solution is correct, or in which
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The overall estimated background in the m2miss distribu-
tion is shown in Fig. 5. We make this estimation by first
considering a number of smaller contributions not from
semileptonic decays of B− and B¯0 mesons:
(i) misreconstructed backgrounds consisting of
non-D0 backgrounds,
D0μ− combinations not from the same b-hadron
decay,
backgrounds with a hadron misidentified as
the muon;
(ii) B¯0s and Λ0b semileptonic decays to final states includ-
ing a D0 meson.
Together, these backgrounds total 8% of all selected
candidates. We estimate their yield and shape in both the
m2miss and the Δmmin variables as described in Sec. IVA.
These can then be accounted for in both the distributions of
the OSK and SSK data samples. We then estimate the
semileptonic B− and B¯0 backgrounds as described in
Sec. IV B. The expectation for the B¯0 contribution is
subtracted from the remaining SSK sample, producing an
estimate for the shape of the B− contribution in that sample.
These two distributions are then extrapolated to the OSK
sample to produce the background estimation. The differ-
ence between this estimation and the full OSK yield is
composed of signal decays.
A. Backgrounds not from semileptonic
decays of B− and B¯0 mesons
Misreconstructed backgrounds are estimated using data-
driven techniques. The yields and Δmmin and m2miss shapes
of backgrounds without a D0 meson are estimated using
sidebands around the D0 mass peak. The sideband ranges
chosen are from 1790 to 1830 MeV and from 1900 to
1940 MeV. The difference of the m2miss shape between the
left and right sidebands is negligible. Approximately 3% of
the selected candidates come from this background.
Combinations of D0μ− not coming from a single
b-hadron decay are estimated using a wrong-sign (D0μþ)
control sample, assuming that the doubly Cabbibo-
suppressed contribution from D0 → Kþπ− is negligible.
Along with this estimation, the contributions from mis-
identified muons to both the signal and wrong-sign samples
are estimated using a control sample with particle-
identification requirements that remove true muons. We
then weight this sample using-particle identification effi-
ciencies derived from calibration samples [31] to estimate
the misidentified muon contamination. Together these two
sources make up less than 1% of selected candidates.
We use a combination of data and simulation to estimate
backgrounds from B¯0s → D0KþXμ−ν¯μ, B¯0s → D0K0Xμ−ν¯μ,
and Λ0b → D0pXμ−ν¯μ decays. In data, additional candi-
dates identified as kaons or protons, which are inconsistent
with being produced at any primary collision vertex, are
combined with the D0μ− candidates. This is done for both
right- (D0Kþ or D0p) and wrong-sign (D0K− or D0p¯)
combinations. The wrong-sign combinations are used to
model the combinatorial background in this selection.
Using a-two dimensional fit to the D0K or D0p mass
and the track impact parameter with respect to the D0μ−
vertex, we determine the B¯0s and Λ0b yields.
For the B¯0s case, the resulting yield is corrected for
efficiency, and for modes with neutral kaons, using simu-
lation. We take the shape of the contribution in Δmmin from
simulation. There is an important contribution at low Δmmin
where the kaon from the B¯0s decay points back to the primary
vertex and is selected as the prompt kaon. This contribution
is not present in the data control sample because of the
requirement for the additional kaon to be inconsistent with
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FIG. 5. Missing-mass distribution for data and estimated background contributions in the (left) same-sign kaon sample and (right)
opposite-sign sample. The other background decays include contributions from misreconstructed backgrounds, and semileptonic decays
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any primary vertex. The final cut on Δmmin does, however,
remove this component from the signal region. The simu-
lated samples well reproduce the shape of the Δmmin
distribution measured using the D0KþXμ− selection.
Since the simulation does not reproduce well the shape in
m2miss for theD
0KþXμ− control sample, the shape of the B¯0s
contribution to the mainm2miss fit is instead derived from the
control sample. We obtain it by taking the difference in the
right- and wrong-sign kaon m2miss distributions, scaling
the wrong-sign yield to match the combinatorial contribu-
tion found by the two dimensional fit described above. The
B¯0s contribution to the final selection is 3%, with a relative
normalization uncertainty of 10%. For the Λ0b case, the
contribution is less than 1%. The shapes in both Δmmin and
m2miss are taken from the control sample, and scaled based
on the efficiency in simulation. The relative uncertainty on
the normalization of this contribution is 20%. The Δmmin
distribution for the sum of these backgrounds is shown
in Fig. 6.
B. Backgrounds from semileptonic
decays of B− and B¯0 mesons
We first estimate the number of candidates in the OSK
signal region that do not come from B¯0s2 decays. This is
done with a fit to the Δmmin distribution in the control
region after subtracting the backgrounds described in
Sec. IVA. The fit is done for three bins of prompt kaon
pT to account for the different spectra of the SSK and OSK
samples: 0.5 < pT < 1.25 GeV, 1.25 < pT < 2 GeV, and
pT > 2 GeV. The Δmmin shapes for B¯0s2 → B−Kþ signals
as well as B¯0s1 and B¯
0
s2 → B
−Kþ, with B− → B−γ,
backgrounds are taken from simulation. We model the
background contribution using a fifth-order polynomial;
the high order allows the fit to account for additional
backgrounds peaking near Δmmin ¼ 0.
In an alternative approach, the SSK sample is scaled to
model the background in the OSK sample. The scaling is
based on a linear fit to the ratio between OSK and SSK
samples in the region Δmmin > 100 MeV, where the signal
contribution is negligible. The Δmmin distributions, show-
ing the results of these two methods of background
estimation, are shown in Fig. 7. We use the difference of
the two methods to estimate the systematic uncertainty on
the background yield.
The two methods constrain the yield of non-B¯0s2 decays
as a function of Δmmin, however the missing-mass shape in
the OSK channel must still be determined. For each type of
background decay, the missing-mass distribution is the
same in the OSK and SSK samples for a particular value of
Δmmin. This equivalence is tested using fully reconstructed
B− → J=ψK− decays. However, since the missing mass
also depends on the decay products, the distributions are
different for B− and B¯0 decays. The fraction of this
background coming from B¯0 decays is also different in
the SSK and OSK samples.
We use the SSK shape to model the background
contribution in the OSK sample, considering B− and B¯0
decays separately. This is done by estimating first the
contribution of B¯0 decays to both the OSK and SSK
channels. The remainder of the SSK channel is used to
model the shape of the B− contribution. The normalization
of the B− background in the OSK channel is then derived
from the overall non-B¯0s2 contribution with that from B¯
0
mesons removed.
To estimate the fractional contribution from B¯0 decays in
SSK sample, we use the expected fraction resulting in the
final state D0Xμ−ν¯μ based on measured branching fractions
[17]. The overlap with this measurement is removed by
considering separately the ratio of contributions to the final
state from B¯0 and B− decays for the B → DðÞμ−ν¯μ
channels, rDðÞ , with D
ðÞ → D0X. These ratios are com-
bined with the measured fractions fD0 and fD0 . We assume
equal production of B¯0 and B− mesons. The fraction of B¯0
decays in the SSK sample, fB¯0 , is thus given by
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FIG. 6. Distribution of the minimummass difference for (left) B−Kþ opposite-sign candidates and (right) B−K− same-sign candidates.
All candidates are compared to the estimated background from other sources besides decays of a B− or B¯0 meson to D0Xμ−ν¯μ. The
remaining nonpeaking part of the distributions is made up of B− and B¯0 semileptonic decays that do not come from an excited B¯0s state.
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1fB¯0
¼ BðB¯
0 → D0Xμ−ν¯μÞ þ BðB− → D0Xμ−ν¯μÞ
BðB¯0 → D0Xμ−ν¯μÞ
¼ 1þ

BðB¯0 → Dþμ−ν¯μÞBðDþ → D0XÞ þ BðB¯0 → Dþμ−ν¯μÞBðDþ → D0XÞ
BðB− → D0Xμ−ν¯μÞ
−1
¼ 1þ ½rDfD0 þ rDfD0 −1
¼ 1þ ½ð0.591 0.024ÞfD0 þ ð1.00 0.23ÞfD0 −1: ð6Þ
The uncertainty on rD comes chiefly from experimental
uncertainty, while the dominant uncertainty on rD comes
from extrapolation to the unmeasured parts of the semi-
leptonic width. The uncertainty is taken as one standard
deviation of the full extrapolation envelope assuming a
uniform distribution. Using the central values of the
expectations for fD0 and fD0 given in Sec. I, the central
value for fB¯0 is 35%; variations within the uncertainties
change it by approximately 2%. We then combine this
value of fB¯0 with an efficiency correction from simulation
which depends on the lifetime difference between B− and
B¯0 mesons.
The contribution from B¯0 mesons is studied similarly to
the B¯0s and Λ0b backgrounds, by attaching an additional
candidate identified as a pion to theD0μ− candidates. We fit
the D0π mass distributions, including peaking contribu-
tions from Dþ, D1, and D2 mesons on top of a smooth
distribution. The normalizations of the peaks from the
decay B¯0 → ðDþ2 → D0πþÞμ−ν¯μ and the partially recon-
structed decays B¯0 → ðDþ1 → D0πþÞμ−ν¯μ and B¯0 →
ðDþ2 → D0πþÞμ−ν¯μ show that there are more B¯0
candidates in the OSK sample than there are in the SSK
sample. This is verified using fully reconstructed
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FIG. 7. Fits to the opposite-sign and same-sign kaon mmin −mB −mK distributions with non-B− and B¯0 backgrounds subtracted, and
the resulting estimations of the non-B¯0s2 and B¯
0
s1 contributions. The fits are done separately in three bins of the prompt kaon pT: (top left)
0.5 < pT < 1.25 GeV, (top right) 1.25 < pT < 2 GeV, and (bottom) pT > 2 GeV. The dashed line shows the background estimation
using a fit to the full OSK distribution with signal templates from simulation and a fifth-order polynomial for the background. The points
estimate the background using a linear extrapolation of the OSK to SSK ratio in the region mmin −mB −mK > 100 MeV.
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B¯0 → J=ψK¯ð892Þ0 decays. Combining the ratios in the
two channels, we find there is a 10% larger contribution of
B¯0 decays in the OSK sample.
While the decays in the resonance peaks are dominated
by either a B− or B¯0 initial state, the other contributions to
the D0π distributions are more difficult to disentangle.
The combinatorial background is expected to be symmetric
in D0πþμ− and D0π−μ−, while B− decays produce
D0πþπ−μ− which also contribute equally to both distribu-
tions. We therefore derive the B¯0 missing-mass shape by
subtracting the D0π−μ− shape from the D0πþμ− shape.
Each shape is corrected for the efficiency to reconstruct the
additional pion based on simulation. The resulting distri-
bution is validated using a simulated mixture of B¯0 decays.
We determine the total background shape from B− and
B¯0 decays in the OSK sample by first removing the
expected B¯0 contribution from the initial SSK sample’s
m2miss distribution. This is then scaled up by 10% to estimate
the B¯0 contribution to the OSK sample. The remainder of
the SSK sample, composed of B− decays, is scaled up so
that when it is added to the B¯0 estimate, the total number of
background candidates in the OSK sample is equal to the
result of the Δmmin fit. We accomplish this procedure using
an event-by-event weighting that accounts for the back-
ground yield as a function of Δmmin.
Contributions not from semileptonic decays of B− and
B¯0 mesons that are subtracted from the SSK sample (B¯0s and
Λ0b contributions, combinatorial, and misidentified muons)
are also weighted in the same manner before being
subtracted to produce the final background template.
C. Backgrounds from B¯0s2 and B¯
0
s1 decays
The final class of backgrounds are B¯0s decays that
produce a B− meson with a D0μ−X final state that is not a
semileptonic channel of interest. The m2miss shapes for
semitauonic B− → D0Xðτ− → μ−ν¯μντÞν¯τ decays and B−
decays involving two charm mesons are estimated from
simulation, and are included in the final fit. Contributions
from B¯0s1 or B¯
0
s2 → B
−Kþ, where B− → B−γ, are negli-
gible after the requirement on the Δmmin variable.
V. FIT DESCRIPTION
The fractions of interest, fD0 and fD0 , are determined
from a binned-template, maximum-likelihood fit to the
missing-mass distribution of the OSK sample. The signal
fraction fD0 is given by the remainder, 1 − fD0 − fD0 . To
control statistical fluctuations in the templates for the
missing-mass tails, which are important for determining
theD0 content, a variable bin size is used for the template
fit. The sum of the templates is allowed to vary bin-by-bin
based on the combined statistical uncertainty of all tem-
plates. This variation is included using a single nuisance
parameter for each bin that is constrained by the statistical
uncertainty. It is dominated by the uncertainty of the SSK
sample used to create the combined B− and B¯0 background
template. The effect of these uncertainty parameters is
determined analytically using the Barlow–Beeston method
[32]. Unless otherwise specified, we account for systematic
uncertainties using nuisance parameters that are free to vary
in the fit; these parameters are allowed to vary around their
central values with a Gaussian constraint based on their
uncertainty.
In total, the fit contains three signal and eight back-
ground templates: background from semileptonic B− and
B¯0 decays not from a B¯0s2 decay, non-D
0 backgrounds,
D0μ− combinations not from the same b-hadron decay,
backgrounds with a hadron misidentified as the muon, B0s ,
Λ0b, B¯0s2 decays with a semitauonic B− decay, and B¯0s2
decays with a B− decay to two charm mesons. There are 18
free parameters in the fit, not including the nuisance
parameters for the template statistical uncertainties.
The three templates describing the signal are obtained
from simulation—exclusiveD0, exclusiveD0, and the sum
of allD0 modes; these are shown in Fig. 4. We also correct
for the relative reconstruction and selection efficiencies
between these samples, which are taken from simulation.
Relative to the D0 mode, the efficiency of the D0 mode is
92% and that of theD0 mode is 68%. In addition to the two
signal fractions of interest, three more free parameters
govern the shape changes from the variations of the form
factors, and one parameter gives the overall signal yield.
The template describing the B− and B¯0 backgrounds not
coming from a B¯0s2 meson is extrapolated from the SSK
sample as described in Sec. IV. Four free parameters
describe the systematic variations of the normalization as
a function of Δmmin. In the fit, the parameters rD and rD
and the fractions fD0 and fD0 are used to calculate fB¯0 for
the current evaluation of the fit function. This variation is
constrained by the uncertainties of rD and rD . The current
value of fB¯0 is combined with a set of templates that vary
fB¯0 by 1% to extrapolate from the nominal value and
produce the estimated background shape for this evalu-
ation. An additional uncertainty in this template comes
from the m2miss shape of the B¯
0 component, which is
controlled by one parameter.
The normalizations of the contributions from B¯0s decays,
Λ0b decays, and decays involving misidentified muons are
also allowed to vary. The data-driven background shapes
for fake and combinatorial muons, and for B¯0s and Λ0b
decays are described in Sec. IV.
The templates for the contribution of semitauonic
decays of B− mesons from B¯0s2 are obtained from simu-
lation. We determine the normalization relative to the
semimuonic modes by deriving an effective ratio of semi-
tauonic to semimuonic decays, RðD0XÞ, using the Standard
Model values [33–35] and the expected fractions of D0,
D0, and D0,
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RðD0XÞ ¼ RðDÞfD0 þ RðDÞfD0 þ RðDÞfD0 ; ð7Þ
where RðDÞ is the ratio BðB¯ → Dτ−ν¯τÞ=BðB¯ → Dμ−ν¯μÞ,
and RðDÞ and RðDÞ are the corresponding ratios in the
other decay channels. This is combined with the τ → μX
branching fraction [36] and the relative efficiency to
reconstruct τ decays taken from simulation. The expected
contribution is ð1.5 0.3Þ% of the selected B¯0s2 decays.
The uncertainty is dominated by the difference of the
Standard Model expectations and the world-average mea-
sured values of RðDÞ and RðDÞ [1], which we take as a
systematic uncertainty.
The other backgrounds coming from B¯0s2 → B
−Kþ
decays are B− mesons decaying to double-charm states
of various types. A simulated sample composed of many
different decays producing D0μ− final states is used to
determine the shape of this component. The normalization
of the resulting missing-mass template is expected to be
about 1% of B¯0s2 decays based on branching fractions, but is
left unconstrained in the fit.
VI. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
Each of the signal components has systematic uncer-
tainties associated to its shape. The systematic uncertainty
on the D0 and D0 components is estimated based on
uncertainties in the form-factor parameters. We reweight
our simulated samples using the Caprini–Lellouch–
Neubert (CLN) expansion formalism [37], with the uncer-
tainties on the parameters taken from HFLAV [1]. This
produces negligible changes in the missing mass template
shapes compared to the other uncertainties in this analysis.
The uncertainty on the relative signal efficiencies is
approximately 2%. We obtain the associated systematic
uncertainty by repeating the fit with different efficiency
values obtained by varying the efficiencies by their
uncertainties.
For the D0 template, in addition to a large variation in
the form-factor distribution based on results from Ref. [35],
we create an alternative template with different branching
fractions for the various resonant and nonresonant decay
modes. The most important difference is the inclusion of a
larger fraction of higher mass, nonresonant DðÞπ and
DðÞππ decays, where the pions may be of any allowed
charge combination. This shape is fixed in the template fit;
a second fit with the alternative template is used to estimate
the systematic uncertainty from this shape. During this
second fit, the signal efficiency of the D0 component is
also adjusted along with the template. This uncertainty
leads to the bands shown in Fig. 4.
For background contributions not from B− or B¯0 semi-
leptonic decays, we include individual uncertainties
on their normalizations. Systematic variations in the shapes
are dominated by the statistical bin-by-bin statistical
uncertainty.
We consider a number of systematic uncertainties on the
B− and B¯0 contributions. The uncertainty due to the overall
normalization comes from two sources. The statistical
uncertainties in the polynomial background function of
the Δmmin fit are used to modify the template. This
corresponds to an uncertainty of less than 1% on the yield
in each prompt kaon pT bin. We also use the alternative
extrapolation using the Δmmin ratio to provide an alter-
native normalization, giving an uncertainty of approxi-
mately 2%. Both of these uncertainties produce only small
changes in the templates. The uncertainties in rD and rD
give the uncertainty on the B¯0 fraction. The uncertainty in
the B¯0 m2miss shape is estimated from the uncertainty in the
efficiency from simulation to reconstruct the pion in the
D0πμ− combination.
An estimated breakdown of the total statistical and
systematic uncertainty is given in Table I. The largest
source of uncertainty is the statistical uncertainty from the
extrapolated SSK data sample. The uncertainty in the
B¯0 m2miss shape is also important because of its effect on
the high m2miss tail. Most systematic uncertainties are
included in the fit with constrained nuisance parameters.
The only source for which the fit result has a significantly
smaller uncertainty than the initial constraint is the nor-
malization of the non-B¯0s2 background from the Δmmin
extrapolation. For the final result, the total uncertainty
is taken from the best fit, with the fixed systematic
TABLE I. Estimates of the breakdown of the total uncertainty.
All estimates are done by repeating the fit with systematic
nuisance parameters fixed to their best fit values. The statistical
uncertainty of the OSK sample is estimated from the uncertainty
on the signal fractions with the template statistical nuisance
parameters fixed to their best fit values. The template statistical
uncertainty is added in by allowing only the statistical nuisance
parameters to vary. The effect of each floating systematic
uncertainty is estimated by refitting with its systematic nuisance
parameter shifted by the uncertainty found by the best fit and
taking the difference in the signal fractions as the uncertainty. The
total uncertainty is taken from the best fit, with the fixed
systematic uncertainties added in quadrature.
Source of uncertainty fD0 fD0
Statistical OSK sample 0.025 0.027
Templates 0.047 0.052
Floating syst. Signal form-factors 0.006 0.004
Non-B−, B¯0 backgrounds 0.004 0.004
B−, B¯0 background
normalization
0.003 0.015
B¯0 fraction and
m2miss shape
0.004 0.030
Fixed syst. D0 branching fractions 0.025 0.044
Relative signal efficiency 0.003 0.003
Total uncertainty
0.056
þ0.070
−0.074
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uncertainties for the relative signal efficiencies and theD0
branching fractions from added in quadrature.
VII. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The result of the template fit is shown in Fig. 8. We find
the parameters of interest
fD0 ¼ 0.25 0.06;
fD0 ¼ 0.21 0.07;
where the uncertainty is the total due to statistical and
systematic uncertainties. Contours for the 68.3% and
95.5% confidence intervals for the nominal fit are shown
in Fig. 9. From the conditional covariance of the two
parameters of interest combined with the fit result using
alternate D0 branching fractions, the correlation coeffi-
cient of the two parameters is ρ ¼ −0.38, which is domi-
nated by the change in the alternate branching-fraction fit.
The fraction fD0 is equal to 1 − fD0 − fD0 ¼ 0.54 0.07,
but this cannot be taken as an independent determination.
The results are compatible with expectations based
on previous exclusive measurements [17]. Because of
the uncertainty on the D0 component, the results do not
yet favor a particular explanation for the exclusive–
inclusive gap.
We have demonstrated that the reconstruction of the
momentum of B− decays with missing particles using B¯0s2
decays is a viable method at the LHCb experiment. This
technique requires much larger data sets than measure-
ments with inclusive B− selections, but measuring the
missing mass provides important discriminating power
between different decay modes, and between signal and
backgrounds. This is a promising method to employ with
the additional data that the LHCb experiment has collected
in Run 2 and will collect in the future.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THE
B− MESON ENERGY
Consider a knownB−momentumdirectionwith unknown
energy and a kaon of momentum pK at an angle θ in the
laboratory framewith respect to it. Taking theB− direction as
the z-axis, the squared mass of the B−Kþ system is
m2BK ¼

0
BBBB@
ðEB
0
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2
: ðA1Þ
For a particular mBK hypothesis, Eq. (A1) can be written
m2BK ¼

EBþ
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þpK cosθ
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Rearranging terms, squaring to remove the root, and using
Δ2 ¼ m2BK −m2B −m2K gives
0 ¼ E2Bð4ðE2K − p2Kcos2θÞÞ þ EBð−4EKΔ2Þ
þ ð4m2Bp2Kcos2θ þ Δ4Þ: ðA3Þ
The solution to the quadratic equation for EB is
EB ¼
Δ2
2EK
1
1 − ðpK=EKÞ2 cos2 θ
½1
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d
p
; ðA4Þ
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